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Abstract 
The success and expansion of the Photovoltaic’s electricity production is largely based on the capacity to reduce solar panels cost 
($/Wp), increase module energy yield and reliability. The booming of the PV industry in the last ten years was mainly based in 
the success to continually reduce the solar panel production costs: improve processes, reduce raw materials usage and economies 
of scale. However, in the same period, the cell and module technologies used didn’t change much. Reduce further the solar cell 
panel cost ($/Wp) become harder and harder with conventional crystalline silicon PV technology. Hopefully, alternative cells and 
module technologies are now ready for large volume production to bring down price of the photovoltaic energy. The combination 
of two revolutionary cell and module concepts: heterojunction solar cells and Smart Wire Connection Technology module 
technology are leading technologies for the next generation of PV modules.  These two concepts combine high module power 
(>300 Wp based on 60 cells module) and a cell production cost as low as 13 c$/Wp. This paper presents some of the latest cell 
metallization improvements of heterojunction solar cells dedicated to SWCT technology. On the front side, the use of interrupted 
front fingers instead of continuous fingers was explored. This new pattern reduces front finger shading and increases module 
power. In the cell back side, a new pattern with fingers screen printed at 45 degrees to the cell edge was introduced. This special 
orientation of fingers allows to economize ribbons used to interconnect strings in modules. 
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1. Introduction 
Crystalline silicon solar cells based on HeteroJunction Technology (HJT) are the most promising candidate for 
competitive high-efficiency silicon solar cells. Outstanding heterojunction solar cell efficiency > 25.6% was 
announced this year by Panasonic [1] and during the last two years, many institutes and companies (Meyer Burger 
[2], CIC [3], EPFL [4], CEA-INES[5]…) have presented impressive cell efficiency ramp-ups (up to 22%) in a very 
short period of time thanks to this technology.  
This fast efficiency ramp up is an indication that this technology is quite easy to handle with huge potential of 
improvements. Moreover high efficiency HJT cells can be produced in a small number of process steps [2]. The low 
cost of ownership of HJT cell production lines is challenging state-of-the-art crystalline silicon solar cell lines, and 
the excellent outdoor performances of the HJT modules in terms of energy harvesting makes them more attractive 
[6]. 
          
Figure 1: On the left, schematics concept of the Smart Wire Connection Technology. On the right, one cell module (SWCT) used for R&D 
purpose.  
 
Cost of ownership analysis of an industrial 3 busbars solar cell production line (conventional technology or HJT), 
shows that silver paste consumption represents close to 40% of the consumable cost (excluding wafer cost). 
Therefore alternative metallization schemes are the key drivers to decrease PV production cost.  
The metallization cost of heterojunction solar cells production has been strongly reduced by adapting the cell 
interconnection in modules from three busbars to the SmartWire Connection Technology (SWCT) [7]. With this 
technology, the conventional three ribbons are replaced by a large number of Cu wires (typically 18 wires, Figure 1) 
that are soldered directly on cell fingers during the module lamination process. 
By eliminating busbars and screen printing narrower fingers of 40-60 μm in width, silver paste consumption is 
only 35 mg per 156x156mm cell for the front grid metallization. 
 
  
Figure 2: HJT-SWCT 60 cells module (glass-white back sheet) based on n-type Cz pseudo square wafers and processed on industrial scale tools.  
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Thanks to the cells and modules production tools developed by Meyer Burger, 60-cell modules combining 
Heterojunction solar cells and SWCT technology were produced. They typically present a power output above 300 
Wp under standard test conditions, for example as shown in Figure 2 (see further results in [7]).  
This paper presents new solar cell metallization patterns that have been developed to optimize the combination of 
heterojunction solar cells and Smart Wire Connection Technology. The first part of this paper is dedicated to the 
front side optimization. The use of interrupted fingers is presented as an interesting alternative to increase module 
power without extra process step and cost. The second part introduces a new solar cell back side metallization 
pattern that simplifies SWCT module interconnection. This design allows to economize ribbons used to interconnect 
cell strings in modules. 
2. Combined SWCT module and interrupted front side fingers   
2.1. One wire one finger configuration 
A front cell metallization pattern used for SWCT module is generally formed by fingers parallel to the cell edge, 
with an interspacing of few millimeters. Based on a front grid of 80 fingers with a finger width of typically 40-
60 μm, the front grid shading is about 2-3%. To further reduce front grid shading and increase module power, finger 
width can be reduced [8] and the front finger pattern can be adapted. One adaptation is the use of interrupted fingers 
instead of continuous ones. By introducing finger interruptions a few millimeters long at half distance between two 
wires, front metallization shading is reduced and more light is going inside the cell. Based on a SWCT pad 
containing 18 wires, 17 fingers interruptions of ~2 mm length have been evaluated. These interruptions reduce the 
finger shading by ~21% at cell and module level and will lead to a higher module current. From an electrical point 
of view, only the photocurrent generated in the vicinity of finger interruptions is flowing to the narrowest fingers 
and wires. Current flow in this area is low and ITO is conductive enough to avoid significant ohmic losses. The front 
grid with interrupted fingers that we have developed is presented in Figure 3.  
In this grid, finger sections are voluntary misaligned to minimize the ohmic power losses on the ITO layer. This 
misalignment, clearly visible on Figure 3, reduces the average path length of photogenerated carriers on the front 
ITO layer. 
 
                                   
Figure 3: On the left, image of SWCT module (zoom on one part of one cell) based on solar cell with interrupted front fingers. Vertical white 
lines correspond to SWCT wires, horizontal short white lines correspond to interrupted fingers screen printed on the cell. On the right, 
electroluminescence image of this module. Short vertical dark lines correspond to poor contacts between finger and wire.  
 
A batch of HJT cells screen printed with this front grid pattern was integrated in one cell modules (SWCT). 
Figure 3 presents a typical electroluminescence image obtained on these modules. The full area of the cell is 
generating photons with only few small vertical dark sections that correspond to poorly contacted fingers. Based on 
these images, we measured an average of 6 poor contacts between finger sections and wires per cell. As this front 
grid pattern contains about 1400 finger sections (18 sections x 80 parallel fingers), the probability of poor contact 
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between finger and wire is below 0.4%. Therefore, the probability of good contact between finger and SWCT wire 
is above 99.5%. This high value shows the high potential of the Smart Wire Contacting Technology to efficiently 
solder cell fingers. 
However this front grid pattern, presented in the Figure 3, is very sensitive to poor contacts between fingers and 
wires. In the case of a weak contact, all the area in the vicinity of the finger will be poorly electrical connected and 
will lead to lower module performances. Despite higher module current achievable with this front pattern the risk of 
higher module series resistance is also significant. 
2.2. Two wires one finger configuration 
To reduce the probability of poorly contacted fingers a new front grid design was developed and is presented in 
Figure 4. In this case, each finger section is contacted by two wires instead of one. As the probability of contact 
between wire and finger is above 99.5%, on average only one finger section per cell will be weakly connected, 
which is acceptable to guarantee high module power. Thanks to this new front grid pattern, the use of finger 
interruptions should not lead to a lower module fill factor and more current should be collected. 
 
           
Figure 4: Image of SWCT module based on solar cell with longer interrupted front fingers. Vertical white lines correspond to SWCT wires, 
horizontal short white lines correspond to interrupted fingers. On the right, module performances of interrupted fingers vs continuous fingers are 
shown. 
 
A batch of HJT cells was processed identically and separated in two groups for the front side metallization. The 
first group was screen printed with a pattern containing continuous fingers. The second group was screen printed 
with the interrupted fingers pattern shown in Figure 4. The same type of screen, finger opening, and emulsion were 
used for each group.  
Figure 4 (on right) presents the result of these two groups of cells after SWCT module integration. As expected, 
modules realized with both cell groups lead to similar FF. Electroluminescence images indicate no weakly contacted 
fingers with this new front grid pattern. However modules containing cells with interrupted finger present a short 
circuit current close to 1% higher than modules based on cells with continuous front fingers.  
Thanks to this new design with interrupted fingers more power is generated by the module. On a cost of 
ownership point of view, this technical solution is positive with more power and, no additional cost nor additional 
process steps add. 
3.  Back side metallization pattern for bifacial solar cells adapted to SWCT module  
Meyer Burger’s heterojunction production line can be adapted to produce either monofacial or bifacial solar cells. 
In the case of monofacial HJT cells, back side metallization is formed by a stack of Ag with NiV as an outer layer. 
This stack is sputtered just after the ITO deposition in a PVD tool. Only one extra deposition chamber for metal 
deposition is added after ITO deposition chambers. Ag consumption is low, ~40 mg/cell and this process step 
doesn’t involve any wafer handling or risk of cell breakage. However, this metal stack on textured surface is not 
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optimal in terms of optical reflectivity for long wavelengths. Higher current density and module power are reached 
if bifacial cells are used instead of monofacial cells, which is true for both bifacial modules and monofacial modules 
containing white backsheets. 
 
 
Figure 5: SWCT module images with two different types of cell string interconnections: On left, a ribbon is placed at the end of the two cell 
strings to form the interconnection. On right, the last SWCT pad (foil containing the wires) is turned by 90 degrees to interconnect both strings. 
Red arrows figure out the current flow for these two configurations.  
 
For bifacial HJT cells, the back Ag/NiV layer is replaced by a silver grid done by screen printing. This back side 
metal pattern has to fulfill many constrains. First, back ITO used on HJT cell has a relatively high sheet resistance in 
the range of 150 Ohm/sq. Therefore, low ohmic resistive losses on back ITO are achievable with small finger 
interspacing. An interspacing of 1mm is used in our case. Second, despite this large number of fingers needed (~2 
times the number used in front side), the Ag paste consumption should be minimum to keep production costs low. 
Therefore narrow screen openings were used to limit paste lay down.  
Last but not least, by turning the SWCT pad at the end of a string, the first cell of the neighboring string can be 
interconnected without any interconnection ribbon. Figure 5 presents the two configurations with or without 
interconnection ribbon. Solution without interconnect ribbon allows to save cost, improve aesthetics and reduce the 
length of the string. This solution offers an opportunity to reduce module size and cost.  
 
 
Figure 6: Back side metallization pattern used for bifacial solar cells. Black lines at 45 degrees correspond to fingers. Green lines represent 
SWCT wires. Red arrows illustrate the current flow from fingers to wires. Thanks to this pattern, SWCT wires in vertical (left) or horizontal 
(right) connect all fingers. 
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To this end, the pattern represented in Figure 6 was designed to fulfill these requirements. Fingers are oriented at 
45 degrees of the cell edge. As shown in the schematic (Figure 6), this finger orientation allows to contact SWCT 
wires in vertical or horizontal orientation. This can’t be done with fingers parallel to the wafer edge. On two corners 
of the cell back side, the finger orientation is turned by 90 degrees (Figure 6, Figure 7). Thanks to these patterns, the 
SWCT pad can be placed with larger tolerance and the SWCT wires used in the cell back side can be shorter than 
the cell size. This is an additional opportunity to save on wire cost. A finger along the wafer edges that interconnects 
all fingers is used in the pattern to increase current collection probability. Figure 7 shows the back side of a cell with 
this new pattern. 
 
    
Figure 7: On left, bifacial heterojunction solar cell back side image with this new metallization pattern. On right, experimental results of solar cell 
with different back side finger orientation. 
 
This new pattern has been evaluated on HJT solar cells. A batch of HJT cells processed identically until the 
screen printing step was split in two groups. The first group was screen printed with back side fingers parallel to cell 
edge. The second group was screen printed with the new pattern. In both case, the same type of mesh, finger 
interspacing, finger opening, etc. were used. Ag paste consumption for both groups was similar, as shown in 
Figure 7. The FF obtained was similar too.  
With this experiment, we confirm that this new back side pattern leads to no additional Ag paste consumption 
and no FF losses. This new pattern economizes on the use of interconnection ribbons for the module string 
interconnection. Thanks to the large number of interconnections between fingers and wires, we are not expecting 
ageing failures of module with this new metallization grid. Accelerated module ageing tests (Damp Heat, Thermo-
cycling) are on going to validate this hypothesis.   
4.  Conclusions  
Cell interconnection by Smart Wire Connection Technology offers new opportunities for cell metallization. In 
this paper, two advanced cell metallization patterns have been introduced. On the front side, the front grid can be 
formed by interrupted fingers. This new pattern leads to higher module Jsc thanks to reduced front grid shading. On 
the back side, a metallization grid containing fingers at 45 degrees allows to improve module fabrication and 
aesthetics. The strength of these new metallization patterns is that they present no additional process step or 
production cost. These new metallization patterns can be used on conventional diffused emitter cells as well as on 
heterojunction solar cells.  
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